Protecting people who
participate in research

CITI Training Study Guide

History and Ethical Principles

WHAT IS A RESEARCH
PARTICIPANT (a Human Subject)?


Anybody we gather information about



Information comes from






interviews/surveys
experiments
observations
medical records review
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What Motivates Protection of Human
Subjects (Participants)?
Respect participants’ rights
 Keep the participants safe
 Ensure the research is for good
 Conduct scientifically valid research


HISTORY


What has happened in the past?


History --> guidelines --> rules

Helps us understand the
guidelines
 We don’t want to make the same
mistakes again!
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Ice Bath Experiments at Dachau
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Nuremberg Trial
Dec 9, 1946 - Aug 20, 1947

NUREMBERG CODE
“RULES FOR TREATING PARTICIPANTS”

Voluntary agreement of the
participant is required
 Research must help society
 Research should be based on
previous knowledge
 Should not cause mental and
physical suffering, and avoid risk of
injury and death
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NUREMBERG CODE
(continued)

Amount of risk must not be more
than the importance of the problem
 Qualified researchers
 Participant must be free to stop at
any time
 Researcher must stop if there is risk
of injury, disability or death


NUREMBERG IMPACT
American researchers thought
something like that could never
happen here
 There was no rule that one had to
follow the code
 People got more serious when things
went wrong in America
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Willowbrook State School
Staten Island, 1956-1963
Institutionalized children
 Infected with hepatitis A on
purpose


Only allowed in
the school if they
participated in
the study



DECLARATION of HELSINKI
“MORE SPECIFIC RESEARCH RULES” (1964)







Consent should be in writing
Research should build on previous
work
Research must follow written plan
Review by an independent committee
Caution if participant is in dependent
relationship with researcher
Participants must receive best proven
care
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Jewish Chronic Disease
Hospital Study (1963)







live cancer cells were injected into senile
patients without their knowledge as part of a
study of immunity to cancer
investigators believed that the cells would be
rejected
the researchers did not inform the patients or
seek their consent because they did not want
to frighten them
Ethical concerns: no informed consent;
study used vulnerable group of subjects

Obedience to Authority Study
(Milgram, 1961)







Subjects were told to punish “student” errors by
administering increasing levels electric shocks
“Student” was co-investigator who pretended to
be a poor learner and mimicked pain (no actual
shocks were given)
Upon being pressured by the researcher, 63% of
subjects administered potentially lethal shocks
(profoundly disturbed by the experiment)
Ethical concerns: undue influence to remain
in the study, deception & debriefing
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Dr. Henry K. Beecher Article
(1966)





Based on review of published research studies
Found 22 examples with controversial ethics
Concluded: “Unethical or questionably ethical
procedures are not uncommon.”
Effect: heightened awareness of
researchers, the public and the press to the
problem of unethical human subjects
research.

Tuskegee Syphilis Study
Macon County, Alabama
1932-1972
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“Bad Blood”

Public Health Service Study of
Untreated Syphilis (Tuskegee, 1932-72)






Study intended to document the progression of
syphilis; hundreds of black men
Subjects deliberately misinformed about need
for some investigative procedures (described as
therapeutic)
Penicillin denied as treatment even after found
to be safe & effective in 1940s
28 deaths from syphilis, 100 cases of disability,
19 cases of congenital syphilis
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Public Health Service Study of
Untreated Syphilis (Tuskegee, 1932-72)


Ethical concerns:







lack of informed consent
deception
withholding information & treatment
putting men & families at risk
exploitation of a vulnerable group
no benefit to participation

Public Health Service Study of
Untreated Syphilis (Tuskegee, 1932-72)
Most influential of prior studies in
shaping public perceptions
 Result:
 Congress developed federal
regulations (45 CFR 46)
 Authorized National Commission
which published the Belmont Report
in 1979
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Research on Indigenous
Tribes


Despite the federal rules, abuses have
continued – this is what makes effective
“Institutional Review Boards” so important,
to ensure human subjects protection from:





Lack of consent
Inappropriate generalization
Paternalism
Deficit orientation

NUU CHAH NULTH
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“He took blood from me, he took
blood from my son”
•1980s

Oxford University professor
collected blood from almost 900 Nuu
Chah Nulth people for research on
arthritis.

•Blood

was used for other research that
was not authorized

HAVASUPAI TRIBE
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Havasupai Tribe files $50M lawsuit

Nearly 400 blood samples from
more than 180 people
were collected from 1990 to 1994
for diabetes research.

“We aren’t just Indians griping about
whatever”
Allegations from tribal members:
Researchers illegally obtained more than 100
medical charts from the Supai Health Clinic in the
Supai Village to identify patients with
schizophrenia.
The blood samples were lost or destroyed through
mishandling. The suits claim "wholesale transfer of
blood samples from laboratory to laboratory and
university to university for over a decade to the
extent that many blood samples cannot be
accounted for at this time.“
Additionally, samples were allowed to spoil, and
documentation of the research was either lost or
destroyed.
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Researchers conducted additional
research on schizophrenia, inbreeding
and population migration


Using the samples for
migration theories was
particularly offensive to
the Havasupai because
their religion and culture
is based on the belief that
their origins as a people
come from "Red Butte"
located in the Grand
Canyon.



Researchers also
collected handprints from
test subjects in 1992,
claiming they would be
used in the diabetes
study, but they were
actually used in a
research project involving
inbreeding.

THE BELMONT REPORT
1.

Respect for each person’s autonomy






voluntary, informed consent to participate; no
coercion (e.g., employees, students); subjects
can withdraw any time
protect those who cannot make decisions
respect the privacy of research subjects
IRB in practice: ensure initial and continuing
informed consent; prevent coercion;
evaluate need for special protection of
vulnerable populations; ensure adequacy of
privacy procedures
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THE BELMONT REPORT
2. Beneficence - benefits must outweigh
harms





maximize benefits & minimize risk of harm
ensure researchers are capable & can handle
risks
IRB in practice: What is the social and
scientific value of the research? Have risks
been minimized? Are risks reasonable
compared to importance of benefits?

THE BELMONT REPORT
3. Justice








the burdens and benefits of research should be
distributed fairly
avoid exploitation of vulnerable populations for
convenience
ensure that research results are appropriate for
sub-groups (women, minorities, children)
IRB in practice: Does recruitment target the
population that will benefit?
Are inclusion/exclusion criteria for subject
selection fair & appropriate?
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THE BELMONT REPORT
Describes research - separate from practice
(e.g. medical practice)







Practice: interventions to improve well-being of
an individual patient or client, have reasonable
expectation of success
Research: test an hypothesis so can draw new
conclusions, contribute to generalizable
knowledge
Can be done together when research evaluates
and safety & efficacy of a therapy.
If there is any research element
review for protection of human subjects

APPLYING GUIDELINES
Equal Principles

Applications

Respect for
Persons

•Informed

consent
•Privacy (Confidentiality and
Anonymity)

Benefits/Harms

•Protecting

Justice

•Choosing

participants from harm
•Assessment of risks and benefits
participants

When principles conflict, IRB
must decide each case on its own merits.
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